MAKING HEALTH MARKETS WORK BETTER THROUGH TARGETED DOSES OF COMPETITION, REGULATION, AND COLLABORATION
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I. INTRODUCTION

Some thoughtful commentators have argued that many health services, including insurance, are so unique and vital to the health of so many that they should not be bought and sold in markets like other goods and services.1 Their judgment is that markets inevitably lead to some—and possibly a considerable—degree of rationing by income, at least in the context of the United States’ health system until 2014, when the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act ("ACA") is scheduled to be more fully implemented.2 Rationing by income is judged to be inherently unjust, since life itself, as well as profound differences in the quality of life, are at stake so often. Those who reason this way would largely or completely replace market allocation mechanisms with expert allocation mechanisms.3 They would turn health professionals into employees of the federal government, and “ensure” that all (Americans) get the care they “need” through systems
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of professionally driven logic, control, and governmental supply, financed largely if not exclusively by taxes on the general population.\(^4\)

Others argue that the allocation of taxpayer-funded resources by experts would inevitably lead to health care rationing by politics, which they view not only as inherently unjust, but also un-American and unconstitutional, and which at the end of the day is the same thing in their eyes.\(^5\) They cannot imagine a worse outcome than divorcing the allocation of health resources from the marketplace, for they believe consumers have the inalienable right to buy what they want with their own money—whether others want to tax it away or make them spend it differently [or not].\(^6\) They also believe that if you cannot afford to buy what you want or need with your own money, you have no right to expect those with more means to help you, except through voluntary and preferably local charity.\(^7\)

As we have (painfully) observed, now twice in twenty years, the epic battles over health reform in the United States, based as they are on fundamentally different views of the role of government in a democratic republic, have led to partisan polarization, apocalyptic rhetoric, and genuine fear.\(^8\) I write this article not to praise fear, but to bury it, by describing how to amend health market rules in such a way as to preserve key freedoms and personal choice while improving the distributive justice, economic efficiency, and ultimately sustainability of universal access to vital health services. It turns out that health reform and true economic efficiency can be complementary. It also turns out that the ACA provides some, but by no means all, of the tools to improve market performance in a host of circumstances. The purpose of this article is to identify these circumstances and match them with specific tools. Although this article cannot reconcile those who oppose any collective role in making sure all Americans have
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access to care, I can perhaps show that actual market performance—in terms of prices closer to cost and cost growth closer to our limited ability to pay—could be substantially improved from wise and more widespread applications of market-savvy policy tools.

I will try to answer four questions: (1) What do we want health markets to do? (2) What are the major barriers to achieving optimal performance? (3) Under what conditions can each policy approach (laissez-faire, collaboration, regulation) improve current market outcomes? (4) What additional tools, beyond those in the ACA, are desperately needed to get us closer to the promised land?

II. MARKET DESIDERATA

The fundamental criterion of economically efficient market performance (competitive equilibrium) is for consumers to be willing to pay what they have to pay to cover the marginal social cost of producing what the consumer wants. Under conditions that are assumed to prevail in competitive markets, this maximizes the value of society’s resource allocation. Technically, economists want price (P) to be driven down to the efficient unit cost level (C*), where cost includes a competitive return on the minimally necessary capital investment. This is not the same thing as “maximizing the number of competitors,” or creating a “business friendly” environment, though that rhetoric is popular and those structural conditions may improve market performance if barriers to entry have been high for some time. But if price is neither near nor moving rapidly toward the unit cost of efficient providers, something is seriously wrong with market performance, regardless of how happy sellers might be.

Another signal of allocative efficiency is whether the quantity (q) of services is optimal (q*). This is defined as the quantity where efficient marginal cost equals price, where price reflects what a fully informed consumer would pay and an efficient provider would require to cover the costs of the last unit, i.e., where marginal value equals efficient marginal cost. In the health care context, q* is all the services needed to ensure efficacious care for a particular condition and no more.

Quality (Q) of each unit or of the set of units delivered is typically ignored in textbook economics, since it is assumed that producers of the q* will naturally supply consumers with the optimal quality (Q*) that they are, being fully informed about the marginal value of true quality, willing to pay for. Thus, quality should be supplied to balance value and cost, just like quantity. Quality is more complicated than it seems, for part of good quality

is the correct set of quantities, the \( q \), but quality goes beyond that to include patient experience. It is not just what is done to or with a patient, but how it is done, that defines quality health care in the 21st century.

Finally, in the real world, many people prefer some degree of equity in access to health markets, which could be expressed as all (Americans) will get minimally necessary \( q^* \) and \( Q^* \) to preserve their capacity to work and live a normal life. Support for universal equity is clearly not unanimous, but it is real and powerful enough to be highly relevant to practical and policy discussions of health market performance.

III. HEALTH MARKET REALITIES

None of these desired outcomes are met in most health markets today. Given the margins and cost growth performances that have been observed for many years, I infer that market prices are often far above unit costs (\( P > C \)). Technically, this is both because providers are not efficient (\( C > C^* \)) and because local market power enables many to charge private payers (and sometimes government payers) more than \( C \). Provider market power is amplified when insurers, starting with the largest one for most hospitals and physicians—the Medicare program—are compelled by politics, tradition, or in the absence of credible information on differential provider quality, feel compelled to provide access to practically any willing provider. Rather than negotiate the more than 10,000 medical service prices with approximately 700,000 doctors and 6,000 hospitals, they set
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administered price schedules that ensure most are willing to participate. This, by definition, means that most prices exceed the reservation price or unit cost for most providers. At the same time, endemic process inefficiencies, Medicaid underpayment, and uncompensated care for the under- and uninsured, especially for hospitals, keep overall margins low. This complex set of facts, which also includes prices a bit higher than costs, costs higher than need be, as well as small and variable margins on large cash flows, defines the conundrum of incentive realignment in U.S. health care.

Finally, there is quite a bit of evidence that $q > q^*$ for many patients and conditions. Again, technically this is because the incentives for overuse are strong: providers make more money from doing more, consumers/patients often face low or zero marginal cost from more and more expensive services, and fear of malpractice claims and anxiety about possible maladies leads to far more testing and procedures than necessary.

While we have some of the best clinicians and hospitals in the world—and indeed perform very well vis-a-vis the rest of the world in complex domains (heart attacks, some surgeries)—our providers also have highly variable skill and knowledge and do a far worse job than many other countries’ systems in consistently delivering high quality primary and chronic care management. This is where most of the money is actually spent and most of the health care system’s value-added to population health actually
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occurs. This means our average quality is far below what it should be (\( Q < Q^* \)) far too often. In addition, our lack of equitable access to care exacerbates average quality gaps.

More fundamental reasons for suboptimal health market performance include the reality that health care is a complex multi-product industry where inherent uncertainty is great. This is the case because humans are not all alike, and accurate diagnosis can require very subtle powers of discernment. This process is not like buying apples or tomatoes that you can hold and evaluate before purchase. Inherent uncertainty and the contingent nature of illness means that even after purchase, many consumers will never know how effective the health insurance or health services they purchased actually were.

Furthermore, asymmetric information about health and health care services between buyers and sellers means that patients will always depend on providers for technical advice and more or less have to trust that providers are at all times duty bound to act and advise in the patient’s best interest. This reality, plus third party payment—its own requirement in the modern world of potentially catastrophic expenses that can bankrupt all but the richest citizens—means that providers are constantly tempted to err on the side of more versus fewer services in pursuit of the patient’s “best interest,” especially given lingering (if sometimes quantitatively exaggerated) malpractice concerns. And as long as fee-for-service payment remains the norm, some providers will be sorely tempted to provide more services than needed, as any other seller in conditions of asymmetric information would. Some providers do resist this temptation. But there is growing evidence that the self-deniers are on the verge of being outnumbered in American medicine today, even if the primary motivation
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is less venal than defensive, and even deeply symbiotic with declining professional morale in an era of unmet expectations of autonomy and prestige.  

In other words, asymmetric information and third-party payment leads to too many services and too much spending. In addition, local market power leads to prices being higher than efficient unit cost, both from pricing power and from the absence of incentives and market dynamics that require providers to reduce cost to the minimum. Indeed, of all the fundamental problems in health markets, the absence of strong self-correcting mechanisms is the most troubling. Entry and accurate quality information are theoretically (and often empirically) sufficient to improve most markets’ performance over time, but health markets and relationships with sympathetic but self-interested, providers are so complex that credible information that less care can often be better care is not readily or widely accepted. Instead, market “entry” of providers, or higher supply in more desirable locations (where income and lifestyle opportunities are higher) has been shown time and time again to lead to supply-induced demand for certain kinds of preference-sensitive care. All these forces together lead to per capita health care cost growth which exceeds economy-wide productivity growth (and thus real income growth potential) by 2-3% per annum. Over time this is the main threat to middle class access to coverage and care (the uninsured now exceed 50 million and continue to grow) as well as the main structural imbalance in public budgets at the federal, state, and local levels. We cannot and should not be satisfied with health market performance in the status quo.

IV. POLICY TOOLS

There are three types of tools available to policy makers to affect market performance: (1) competition-promotion, (2) regulation or structured competition, and (3) collaboration-facilitation. The key question is not whether health markets actually satisfy the conditions of perfect competition. Few markets actually do, up close. The relevant question is, can policy
changes actually improve health market performance over the current status quo? I answer this question for each set of tools in turn.

A. Competition-promotion

The concept of “first, do no harm,” at least as old as the Hippocratic Oath, should also be applied to policies governing health markets because many of the deviations from optimal performance are the fault of policy, law, and regulation, which often is the result of pursuing non-market goals with health policy tools that happened to be convenient. The simplest competition-promoting policy to consider then is *laissez-faire*, which in the health care context entails reductions in regulation or legislative barriers to market freedom and competitive performance.

There are at least three types of cases where more *laissez-faire* should be tried:

When quality regulations are redundant and increase cost. One example stems from lack of coordination of payers performing quality audits on hospitals. A given hospital may be inspected on site by teams from Medicare, Medicaid, the U.S. Department of Defense, private insurers, the Joint Commission, as well as state, county and city governments, all looking for the very same quality and safety performance metrics. But each visit takes substantial documentation and senior-plus-mid-management time. Coordination among quality regulators could save time, money, and improve quality by allowing senior management to devote more time to improving it rather than so much redundant time proving compliance with regulations.

When the law itself is the barrier to efficiency. The classic cases here are scope of practice restrictions that are not evidence-based. The recent Institute of Medicine (“IOM”) report on nursing compiled, yet again, the overwhelming evidence that nurse practitioners are perfectly capable of delivering very high percentages of the primary care needs of the general population, but many state legislatures, under pressure from local medical societies, refuse to grant scope of practice privileges commensurate with
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their training and experience and the best available clinical evidence.\textsuperscript{38} This is also true for many other health professions, like psychologists, optometrists, nurse anesthetists, nurse midwives, pharmacists, etc.\textsuperscript{39}

Another example of far-from-perfect current law is patent law for pharmaceuticals. Patents are unquestionably necessary to spur innovation, especially in markets where the innovation is knowledge, and therefore easily transferable once known.\textsuperscript{40} Without government-granted patent/monopoly protection, there would be far less innovation than we observe today. At the same time, granting a patent conveys monopoly power on the patent holder, so this raises prices and costs to others, necessitating a balance of competing interests, or a tradeoff.\textsuperscript{41} This is the main reason that in the United States, patent life is limited. In 1995, patent life for all products was increased from seventeen to twenty years,\textsuperscript{42} but in PhRMA’s case, this is misleading, since the patent clock starts ticking when the intellectual properties of the new compound are filed, not when the drug is approved by the FDA for sale.\textsuperscript{43} The drug testing and then the formal FDA approval process, while necessary to assure efficacy and safety, can take eight to twelve years,\textsuperscript{44} which shortens the effective patent life to twelve to eight years. The shortened monopoly period to effectively recoup the costs of research and development and reward the investment and risk surely leads to higher brand name drug prices than might otherwise be the case. In 1984, the Hatch-Waxman legislation attempted to balance the
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competing objectives of encouraging new and more effective drugs with price competition from generics once patent protection expires, by allowing speedy approval of generics at the FDA while granting up to an additional five years of exclusivity—monopoly—to patent holders, once their patent had expired.\(^{45}\) Economic analysis suggests that this effectively extended the average effective life of drug patents by two to three years.\(^{46}\)

Furthermore, to extend the time of high profits accruing in the post-approval patent protection period, name brand manufacturers have regularly filed nuisance lawsuits strategically near the time of patent expiration to challenge generic manufacturers’ products because the suit alone freezes FDA approval of generics for thirty months.\(^{47}\) In retaliation, generic manufacturers have countersued.\(^{48}\) Clearly, all this litigious effort could have been diverted to developing new drugs rather than fighting over the monopoly profits of old ones. The ACA contribution to current drug monopoly law extended the Hatch-Waxman post-patent exclusivity period from five to twelve years for biologics,\(^{49}\) the most important class of new drugs in the twenty-first century, but promises to end the peri-expiration lawsuit games in as yet unspecified ways.\(^{50}\) This provision was the result of complicated political bargaining that, like the original Hatch-Waxman compromise, did not benefit from state-of-the-art unbiased economic analysis.\(^{51}\)

Optimal patent life is a relatively new area of research that is by no means settled into agreed upon and easily measurable formulae, but one
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overarching conclusion seems clear: effective patent length should be set based on technological and financial realities of individual markets, not "one length fits all" as under current law. The post-ACA exclusivity period lengthens effective patent life for biologic pharmaceuticals back to and even beyond the twenty years of current U.S. patent law for all products except pharmaceuticals.\(^52\) It is hard to believe that this time frame appropriately balances our competing priorities of encouraging innovation and universal access to affordable high quality care. Analytic re-examination of the rules for new and competing pharmaceutical approval and exclusivity would seem to be a public policy priority of the highest order.

The third area where retreating from existing legal restrictions on market competition could improve market performance might be generally described as when emotion or nostalgia creates a protected class of providers. Due to political pressure from rural members of Congress and a general sense that rural America needs and deserves federal help to sustain its unique way of life,\(^53\) Medicare has designated roughly 1300 rural hospitals as Critical Access Hospitals ("CAHs"),\(^54\) over 430 hospitals as sole community providers ("SCPs")\(^55\) and 140 as Medicare dependent hospitals ("MDHs").\(^56\) Any of these designations entitles the hospital to some form of cost-based reimbursement rather than prospective payment levels pegged to average degrees of efficiency across the hospital industry.\(^57\) These hospitals all have fewer than 100 beds (most fewer than twenty-five) and about 20% of them are more than thirty-five miles from alternative sources of emergency care.\(^58\) Since only about 20% of the US population still lives in rural areas, and some of them seek acute care in urban areas, these hospitals account for only 15% of Medicare’s total inpatient spending.\(^59\)
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So why worry about such a small percentage of spending if it is basically serving another purpose as well, namely propping up rural economies and their desirability as places to live? The short answer is because saving 10% or 20% off of the 15% of Medicare’s total inpatient spending would represent a large dollar amount of savings. In addition, some rural hospitals are doing fine without the special payment rules, and for the others, excess Medicare payments alone do not guarantee financial stability or even survival for the smallest rural hospitals which are also threatened by uneven management of care processes and cash flow, low volumes of services, low payment from Medicaid and private providers, and uncompensated care.60 Quality of care in small, low volume hospitals is also a recurring concern.61 The better health policy would be to wean rural hospitals off cost-based Medicare reimbursement, which will force the ones which need help to form partnerships and referral arrangements with other hospitals and management teams who can help them transition to a service mix and business model that is sustainable, if possible. Then a separate set of subsidy decisions should be made about ensuring an adequate degree of access to acute care for rural Americans.62 These are complex and ultimately social and political judgments, but the burden of keeping inefficient rural hospitals afloat should not fall to the Medicare program, or even to the overall health care system per se.

Another competition-promotion policy to consider is antitrust. The very purpose of the antitrust laws, if not the intent of every set of antitrust enforcers, is to protect and enhance consumer welfare from anti-competitive actions of individual sellers or groups of sellers acting in concert, which would lead to higher prices or lower quality than would occur under unrestrained competitive pressures.63 Thus, the sin in antitrust is generally some kind of restraint of trade or action which suppresses competition. In practice in complex health markets, however, there has been relatively little success in applying antitrust remedies wisely, as a recent review of case law and scholarship shows:

Case law has constrained enforcers’ ability to control concentration and has given overly permissive signals to providers who are contemplating further
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consolidation. Moreover, doctrine has developed erratically, failing to find a coherent approach to analyzing the complex nature of health care markets, and conveying the impression that decisions are more driven by outcomes than by sound analysis of precedent and economic policy.64

There is nothing wrong with antitrust theory, but the truth is that basic research into the empirical implications of imperfectly competitive and multi-product health markets is sorely needed. This would give enforcers and jurists the analytic support they need for judgments about the relative likelihood of pro- or anti-competitive outcomes from joint ventures and mergers that are rampant now, in some ways driven by the incentive realignment strategies embedded in and emerging from the regulations pursuant to the ACA. When antitrust law scholar Thomas Greaney writes: “What antitrust needs most, however, is sound economic and policy research,”65 then we must infer that antitrust policy cannot carry a heavy burden in correcting widespread market imbalances in the next few years. Even if we had first-rate analysis to rely on, the truth is that in many cases the underlying source of local market power for some hospitals—and sometimes for single specialty or large multi-specialty physician groups—cannot be remedied effectively with traditional antitrust tools such as stopping a merger or a divestiture order. This is because the hospital (or physician group) is likely to either be a de facto monopoly (natural or not) or have an outsized quality reputation, a form of product differentiation that is impossible or difficult to calibrate and divest.

Antitrust policy, however, can be useful for very targeted, fact-driven purposes. For example, the U.S. Department of Justice and the Michigan Attorney General recently filed a civil antitrust action against Blue Cross Blue Shield of Michigan (“BCBSM”) alleging that some of its “Most Favored Nation” clauses in hospital contracts raise prices of consumers, by forcing hospitals to charge up to 40% more to other insurers than BCBSM pays them.66 Similarly, antitrust enforcement could be used to stop the anti-competitive practice of device manufacturers who prevent hospitals from disclosing transaction prices to physicians.67 This has the effect of reducing
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hospital bargaining power with device manufacturers, and clearly raises costs and reduces ultimate consumer welfare.68

What are the most important other market imbalances, and what are other possible competition-promoting remedies? The two cases mentioned as candidates for targeted antitrust enforcement suggest the class of imbalances, basically, whenever margins are large, whenever $P$ is far above $C^*$. Insurers with dominant market shares, especially in the individual and small group market, can earn very hefty margins, or, in more technical terms, experience a low medical loss ratio ("MLR") (percent of premium dollars spent on covered medical services). The smaller the MLR, the more likely profits or margins are large relative to premium revenue collected. A recent survey reported that 27% of small group insurers and 46% of non-group insurers have MLRs lower than required in 2011 by the ACA.69 The difficulty is that competitive entry is not easy to engender in insurance markets, given the inherent advantages incumbent firms have in contracting with local providers. This is especially true if they have achieved large market share and therefore bargaining power vis-a-vis hospitals (witness the MFN example from BCBSM)70 and the simultaneous ability to pay physicians high enough fees to discourage potential competitors from entry, which benefits physicians and insurers but harms consumers and others in local markets. This is exactly why so many analysts supported a carefully structured public option health plan to jumpstart local insurance market competition where there is little today.71

B. Structured Competition, Countervailing Buying Power and Targeted Regulation as Remedies

It is important to note, if only in passing, that no market activity is possible without a governmental authority defining and enforcing property
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rights and contracts. Thus, the idea of markets without government altogether is a myth, however enduring and alluring it may be in some ideological camps. Policy is about setting market rules so that the self-interest of market players furthers the social interest of agreed upon policy goals, as defined by politics. Structured competition then is not about market manipulation, but about setting the rules of competition to move market performance closer to the competitive ideal, \( P = C^* \). Remember, sellers prefer \( P > C \).

Alain Enthoven first articulated the idea of “managed competition.”\(^22\) He was among the first market analysts and advocates to recognize that voluntary insurance markets as then (and currently) structured in the U.S. were never going to be able to deliver affordable coverage for all Americans.\(^73\) Assuming that affordable private insurance coverage for all is indeed the policy goal we share,\(^74\) insurance market rules will have to be changed so that aggressive underwriting and risk selection is no longer profitable. This does not require putting insurers out of business or turning them into regulated utilities (though the MLR regulation provisions in the ACA come unnecessarily close to this result),\(^75\) but it does require changing the rules so that their business models will have to change to remain profitable. Guaranteed issue,\(^76\) modified or full community rating,\(^77\) the end of pre-existing condition restrictions,\(^78\) an individual requirement to purchase insurance plus subsidies for the low-income and risk adjustment to
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75. See PHSA § 2718(a), added by ACA § 10101 (to be codified at 42 U.S.C. § 300gg-18) (which requires insurers to submit a report including the percentage of total premium revenue, after accounting for collection or receipts for risk adjustment, risk corridors, and payments of reinsurance); see also Health Insurance Issuers Implementing Medical Loss Ratio (MLR) Requirements under the Patient Protection Affordable Care Act, 75 Fed. Reg. 74,864, 74,879, 74,886 (Dec. 1, 2010) (to be codified at 45 C.F.R. pt. 158).
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standardize the risk pools across insurers\textsuperscript{79} will largely accomplish the policy goal. These new rules will channel or structure insurance market competition to focus more on price and quality and less on socially undesirable risk selection. If implemented wisely and with appropriate subtlety, the ACA, which includes all of these conditions, should come close to accomplishing this.

Other elements of structured competition in the ACA include “administrative simplification.” Today, hospitals spend about 20% of revenue and physicians’ offices spend 30% of revenue on the administrative expense of getting paid,\textsuperscript{80} i.e., complying with the myriad claim forms and rules that insurers enforce idiosyncratically to compete on paying the fewest fraudulent claims. Fraud has to be checked, of course, but the ACA uses federal regulation to set in motion a process of adopting standard claims adjudication algorithms, so that clinicians and hospitals can spend more resources on patient care.\textsuperscript{81} Competition over claims adjudication algorithms, assuming the standard method is reasonably good at weeding out fraudulent claims, is highly unproductive for the health care system as a whole—even if it may be profitable for individual insurers, which is exactly why they have always done it. A structured competition approach will require all insurers to use the same algorithm, as the ACA does in 2016, and thereby will help focus competition into more socially productive avenues.\textsuperscript{82}

New market competition rules, administrative simplification, and medical loss ratio transparency\textsuperscript{83} will all usher in new insurer business models that will focus on competing by helping all enrollees find value in the health care system rather than by competing to exclude the largest share of sick enrollees or denying the largest share of claims filed. Thus, insurers will have to focus on avoiding full body scans, medical arms races, and

\textsuperscript{79} See ACA § 1501 (to be codified at 42 U.S.C. § 18091) (The ACA enacted individual mandate provision requiring most Americans to have health insurance coverage.); see also ACA § 1401 (to be codified at I.R.C. § 36) (covering subsidies for low-income individuals.); see also ACA § 1343 (to be codified as 42 U.S.C. § 18063) (covering risk adjustment.).

\textsuperscript{80} See HEALTHCARE ADMIN. SIMPLIFICATION COAL. (HASC), BRINGING BETTER VALUE: RECOMMENDATIONS TO ADDRESS THE COSTS AND CAUSES OF ADMINISTRATIVE COMPLEXITY IN THE NATION’S HEALTHCARE SYSTEM 7 (2009), available at http://www.ahima.org/downloads/pdfs/advocacy/HASCReport20090717.pdf (stating administrative costs account for an average of 35% of healthcare spending, including 27% of spending at physician offices and 21% at hospitals.).

\textsuperscript{81} ACA § 1104 (to be codified at 42 U.S.C. § 1320d-2).

\textsuperscript{82} Id.

\textsuperscript{83} I would argue that all that was necessary for good market results was for medical loss ratio transparency, not the specific regulatory levels of MLR required by the ACA. However, it is the law as it now stands and so while it is overkill, the same result I focus on here will likely occur.
other volume-enhancing strategies of the past. Insurers will also find it in their interest to pro-actively move away from unaccountable fee-for-service provider payment systems—and indeed, they already are. Thus structured competition in insurance markets will likely lead to more effective countervailing buying power in health service markets.

But will private insurers have enough clout to counter provider market power at the local level? They, and many commentators, fear not. This is why I and others think Medicare has to play a catalytic and collaborative role in exercising countervailing market power. Only Medicare has sufficient market share to make it worthwhile for providers to change their business models from health service maximization to health promotion and coordinating care. Insurers can help immensely by continuing value-based design research, for value-based cost-sharing can align consumer/patient interests with payer and provider interests in an efficient and high-quality health care system.

Still, no one really thinks that even all of this will be enough to shift our health care cost growth trajectories to a sustainable slope soon enough to avoid much more fiscal and economic stress of the sort our national politicians have been arguing about lately. In short, we have to pay China back for all the borrowing we have done, and that will require a cohesive
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and aggressive strategy of all of the above plus collaboration where necessary and feasible.

C. Collaboration

When is collaboration preferred to competition, even by economists? When no one knows the best way or technique, when there are large social payoffs from figuring it out quickly, and when the gains from collaboration are likely to greatly outweigh the net gains from competition. Clearly, despite the incentive realignments created by the ACA and the related innovations spawned by the ACA in the private sector, no one really knows how to write down the math of the transition and the new business models for every stakeholder in the health care system today. The scale of the necessary investments dwarfs the resources of most individual organizations.

Investments are necessary in: (1) contracting expertise and templates for all actors in the health care system, from physician practices large and small to hospitals of all kinds; (2) measuring development for much larger units of services (many fewer than 8,000 CPT codes) and for the quality of those bundled services, (3) creating transparent databases that can support incentive realignment and efficient contracting, like all payer claims databases, health information exchanges of interoperable clinical data, and the specific elements of the medical loss ratio; (4) supporting consumer engagement strategies, including: wellness programs that motivate, value based insurance designs, and decision support systems that channel patient self-interest in an efficient and sustainable health care system to align with payer and provider interest; and (5) developing supplemental antitrust safe harbors that are also checks on excess market power so that optimal joint venture and accountability/reward sharing arrangements are worked out and spread.

Collaboration and sharing come most naturally among entities that do not compete locally. Since medicine is a profession with standards that are expected of all practitioners, standards that are constantly rising, the clinical medical literature is based on the premise that knowledge that advances patient outcomes and safety is a public good and should be shared so all clinicians and patients may benefit from it, not just the patients of the doctor that discovered the new modality. The rewards that go with recognition for the discovery are presumed to be sufficient to preclude the need to hide the knowledge and be the only practitioner who performs the technique. The collaborative investments outlined above may confer temporary competitive advantage to some stakeholders if they were successful alone, but our national sense of urgency to rein in health care cost growth is sufficiently great, and the likelihood of anyone squaring any of those circles quickly on their own is so low, that collaboration among public and private stakeholders is paramount at the present moment. In many ways, this is the
effort that the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation within CMS is trying to lead, but it is only going to succeed if a critical mass of private sector entities—hospitals, physicians, and health plans—embrace and engage in the collaborations and experiments needed.

V. Conclusion

This article has outlined a set of positive roles for government policy to play in transforming the U.S. health care system. It identifies clear cases in which, compared to the pre-ACA status quo, laissez-faire, regulation and collaboration are likely to substantially improve the performance of health service and insurance markets. The ACA itself provides many tools that will clearly be helpful in creating a sustainable health system that serves almost all Americans better than they are served today. At the same time, the complexities of incentive realignment are so great and our need for cost growth reduction so profound, that collaboration among public and private decision makers will be necessary as well, since the incentives that must be realigned must work for all payers, clinicians, and patients. With the proper spirit of collaboration and investments, our health care system could serve all Americans and become sustainable within ten years. This would satisfy both a moral and an economic imperative. My contention in this article is that a wiser application of a broad set of economic policy tools can help us accomplish this common purpose. The urgency of our task is such that we should, to the extent possible, dispense with political distractions and intensify this quest to the highest possible extent.